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Abstract
Advances in digital fabrication tools have enabled many
new processes for creating physical objects using software.
While these tools leverage computation to widen the de-
sign space for making objects, less attention has been paid
to the possibility of unmaking objects. I focus on the no-
tion of self-unmaking objects, where users fabricate ob-
jects that are pre-programmed to weather, decay, or de-
stroy themselves according to the maker’s design. To ex-
plore modes of self-unmaking, I fabricated four examples
of self-unmaking objects, each corresponding to a mode or
style of unmaking, and describe the process of unmaking
each object. Through these built examples, a self-unmaking
paradigm raises questions about the role of materials and
craft that are often overlooked within a dominant push-to-
print paradigm.

Introduction
Relatively little attention has been paid to how digitally
fabricated objects change or weather over time. Given
widespread investment in computational tools that enable
new technologies for making object, what might compu-
tational tools for unmaking objects look like? Such tools
would allow a designer to control how an object would
weather, decay, or even completely destroy itself after be-
ing fabricated. As a disclaimer, in this work, we focus on the
notion of self-unmaking: digitally fabricated objects that are



pre-programmed to unmake themselves by manipulating
their own material. This is different than the notion of un-
making in general, where we would be concerned with any
way in which a user would destroy or dismantle an object
through their own means.

Why would makers, who are used to creating at a fast pace,
want to concern themselves with self-unmaking in digital
fabrication? Currently, there is no tool that allows user to
easily fabricate objects with self-unmaking properties, nor
has there been an investigation into possible applications
for unmaking. Self-unmaking objects could have applica-
tions in art, personalization, and security. They also raise
questions about the value of digitally fabrication objects,
along with the question of how much control over an ob-
ject’s lifetime we can leave up to digital fabrication tools on
their own.

Methodology
To investigate possibilities for self-unmaking, I designed
and 3D printed four objects where each object explores
different view of unmaking. My goal in making these self-
unmaking objects was to explore self-unmaking through
a phenomenological lens; I wanted to focus on the first-
person experience of designing, fabricating, and assem-
bling objects only to see them destroyed. While there are
many ways to design self-unmaking into objects, I chose to
use heat as the primary mechanism to degrade the objects’
material. More specifically, I 3D printed the materials using
polycaprolactone (PCL) filament, which melts at about 70
degrees celsius—much lower than most other 3D printer
filaments. I then designed heating elements which con-
sisted of narrow strips of paper with electrically conductive
silver-ink drawn in a serpentine path. These elements can
be inserted into predefined voids within the 3D printed ob-
ject. When a voltage difference is applied to ends of the ink,

Figure 1: The bridge example a) before heat and b) after heat
was applied.

the strip of paper functions as a joule heater, and becomes
hot enough to melt the PCL material surrounding the heat-
ing element. This approach was inspired by Groeger et al.,
who first invented the technique to heat the PCL material
for post-processing [2], rather than for complete destruction.
After fabricating each object, I applied a voltage to the end
of the object’s heating element, which caused part of the
object to melt, sometimes slightly, sometimes completely.

Vignettes
In this section, I investigate four hypothetical vignettes for
self-unmaking objects, each corresponding to a facet of
unmaking: functionality, segmentation, value, and perfor-
mance.

Functionality
For the first interaction prototype, I focus on functional un-
making, which entails unmaking parts of physical artifacts
for reasons relating to the artifact’s functionality. This style
of unmaking is most set in the existing CAD metaphor of
designing a physical object with careful planning from a
virtual user interface, and can be seen as an extension of
traditional CAD in simulation into an object with multiple
states. Previous work in fabrication in HCI has built on the



Figure 2: The hammer example a) before heat and b) after heat
was applied.

notion of post-print customization of physical artifacts [2,
1] under the lens of functionality. For example, a user re-
shape a mouse to better fit their hand. While following this
metaphor of “remaking for functional customization,” we
extend the remaking to the extreme, yielding the notion of
“remaking for functional destruction.”

In this example, I printed a bridge with a heating element
within the span (Figure 1). One possible use case for this
object would be for a structural engineer to demonstrate the
effect of various physical stresses on the bridge’s structure.

Modularity
One existing instance of unmaking within digital fabrica-
tion is taking apart old iterations as part of a process. For
example, while fabricating a manual tool, such as a ham-
mer, the designer must pay close attention to ergonomics.
If hammer’s grip does not afford easy grasping by the user,
the designer must redesign the virtual model in CAD and
reprint the entire physical artifact. Hence, designers incor-
porate an iterative process into a push-to-print paradigm
enforced by the existing CAD process. Rather than un-
make, or negotiate with the first prototype of the hammer,
the current convention is simply to translate changes into a

Figure 3: The watch example a) before heat and b) after heat was
applied.

digital medium and then remake.

To address this, I printed a model of a hammer with the
head and the grip modularized (Figure 2). This is done by
adding a heating element near the neck of the hammer.
Upon applying heat, the object becomes unhinged, and
the designer can then iterate on certain parts, rather than
refabricating the entire object.

Value
Unmaking objects forces us to confront the question of
value. When objects are completely unmade, it calls into
question how valuable the object might have been. To in-
vestigate this difference, Odom et al., contribute a theoret-
ical framework for why users keep or discard items in the
context of interaction design [4]. They name three factors:
function, symbolism, and material qualities, as features of
why some objects might endure, even in the context of their
own weathering or destruction. In the context of interaction
design, such features are critical to consider in designing
for sustainability; here, sustainability could mean anything
past the initial state the object right after it is printed.

In this example, I explored the notion of a patina, which is a
film or impression on the surface of an artifact’s form weath-



Figure 4: Fluids example a) before heat and b) after heat was
applied.

ering over time (Figure 3). One example is the patina that
forms on the leather strap of a watch, which changes the
strap’s material quality, but also serves a protective pur-
pose. Here I explored the notion of a computational patina
created by heating element with low heat under the strap of
a model of a watch.

Performance
Performance artist Allan Kaprow introduced the concept
of happenings, which were theatrical performances which
deviated from the place and time of theater and instead cri-
tiqued societal assumptions [3]. Notably, during the hap-
penings audience members transformed from passive
spectators to activate participants. In this sense, the fi-
nal product of a happening did not depend so much on
Kaprow’s vision as it did the collective effect of the participants—
a notion which directly opposes the existing model of fabri-
cation. One important happening was Fluids (1963), where
participants built several walls of ice blocks throughout Los
Angeles and left them to melt. Through such performances,
the cityscape served the typical notion of “theater” and ordi-
nary citizens could become fabricators in the work.

For a performance unmaking paradigm, I printed a digital

representation of Kaprow’s Fluids: a 3D printed model of
the ice wall (Figure 4). In the spirit of multiple actors, rather
than letting choosing exactly which parts of the model are
unmade, I outfitted the entire object as destroyable, and
embedded heating elements to apply heat everywhere. The
final state of the object, then, is left of to the “performance”
of the heating element, as well as passersby who reshape
the walls as they melt.

Tactic

1. Take a polycaprolactone miniature brick from the pro-
vided pile.

2. Decide how you are feeling today.

3. Use a heat source (e.g. the author’s heat gun) to de-
form the brick according to your mood. You can heat
the brick until it melts, or heat it just to soften it up
and then work it with your fingers.

4. When everyone has melted their bricks, build a wall
by stacking. If this is not possible, use heat to bond
bricks, or use tape, or whatever is lying around.

Biography
I am a first year PhD student in Human Centered Design
and Engineering at the University of Washington. I worked
on this project because I am interested in using digital fabri-
cation beyond the scale of trinkets, and instead at the scale
of infrastructure. Unlike trinkets, infrastructure, corrodes,
decays, and is often repaired, and often demolished. I ex-
plore how digital fabrication can help citizens not only make
infrastructure, but repair and unmake it as well.
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